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INTRODUCTION

The central issue in this case is whether a physician who provides

medical services related to a workers’ compensation case can contract

around the exclusive remedy provisions that were designed to protect

workers.  Under the workers’ compensation laws, the employer—not the

workers—must bear the cost of these services and the Workers’

Compensation Appeals Board (“WCAB”) holds exclusive jurisdiction to

ensure that medical providers do not charge unreasonable fees.   

Perrillo claims that there are numerous ways to sidestep the

workers’ compensation system.  First, he argues that the WCAB’s 

jurisdiction encompasses only a worker’s claim for physical

injuries—not the economic claims of medical providers, seeking

payment for services related to a workers’ compensation proceeding. 

His fallback is that even if workers’ compensation jurisdiction includes

such economic claims, it only does so  when the claims are made by

treating physicians.  He maintains that he was not involved in treatment

and only provided medical-legal services.  Finally, he contends that a

physician can circumvent the protections provided to workers by the

workers’ compensation system if the services he provided, while

absolutely necessary to prove the workers’ compensation case, were

principally intended to prove a related civil case.

None of these arguments holds water.  Unambiguous statutes and

direct authority from our Supreme Court make clear that the purely

economic claims of physicians who provided medical-legal services related

to proving a workers’ compensation case are within the exclusive

jurisdiction of the WCAB, regardless whether those services were also

related to proving a civil case.  In fact, the workers’ compensation statutes

explicitly render any such contract for medical-legal services
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unenforceable, invalid, and not binding and prohibit medical-legal service

providers from seeking payment outside of workers’ compensation.  (Lab.

Code, §§ 4906, subd. (a); 5307.6, subd. (d)(1).)  Even if these statutes were

somehow ambiguous, they must be construed liberally in favor of protecting

workers.  (Lab. Code, § 3202.)  Perrillo does not even attempt to argue that

any ambiguity exists; he simply ignores the relevant statutes. 

Moreover, even if the loopholes Perrillo argues for did exist, the

liens in question would have entitled him to payment out of the civil cases

only to the extent that he did not receive adequate payment through the

workers’ compensation system.  The undisputed evidence is that Perrillo

had the workers sign two agreements that specified how Perrillo was to be

paid for his services (a civil lien and a workers’ compensation lien).  These

two agreements must be construed together, against Perrillo (who drafted

them), and in favor of the nearly illiterate workers who signed the

agreements without the assistance of counsel; such a favorable reading

would necessarily require that the least amount possible come out of the

workers’ pockets.

And even if Perrillo had valid agreements with his patients, those

contracts cannot be the basis for contract and tort claims against the

defendants, the patients’ attorneys, who simply refused to pay Perrillo out

of their clients’ settlement funds.  Defendants did not negotiate, review or

sign the agreements.  In fact, there was no discussion between Perrillo and

defendants regarding the terms of the lien agreements, and defendants did

not see the agreements until long after Perrillo had performed his work for

the patients.  A lawyer, acting as his clients’ agent, cannot be liable for

interfering with his clients’ contracts.  The law imposes no fiduciary duty

on lawyers to protect a lienholder’s claim, when, as here, the lawyers did

not agree to be the lienholder’s collection agent.  And since holders of
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written liens possess an equitable interest in settlement funds, subject to

workers’ compensation offsets that are not determinable in this action,

defendants cannot be liable for conversion.

At the very least, the court must alter the award.  The attorneys’

fee award must be stricken, because whatever else may have been

agreed to, there is no evidence that defendants agreed to any fee-shifting

provision.  Moreover, the judgment must be reduced to eliminate

indisputably excessive damages and interest awards.

Nor is there any merit to Perrillo’s cross-appeal.  Assuming

defendants somehow agreed to an attorneys’ fees provision, the trial

court did not abuse its discretion in deciding that it was unreasonable to

award Perrillo more than $1.3 million in fees in his $300,000 lawsuit. 

Nor can Perrillo recover what he refers to as “collection costs,” the time

he personally spent in deposition and at trial, billed at his rate for expert

testimony.  Defendants never agreed to any collection cost provision. 

Even if they had, the trial court correctly held that the contractual term

“collection cost” was vague and that, when construed against Perrillo

(who had come up with the term), could not be contorted to meet the

definition Perrillo was attempting to force upon it.

In sum, the judgment must be reversed, or at least substantially

reduced in amount.



  1  Perrillo’s argument might seem to imply that we had not argued that
exclusivity applies to medical-legal evaluators.  Yet our opening brief
makes clear that the exclusivity doctrine is applicable to both treating
physicians and physicians who provide medical-legal services.  (See, e.g.,
AOB 23-24, 26-27, fn. 8.)  While we continue to maintain these alternative
bases for WCAB jurisdiction, this brief focuses on providers of medical-
legal services, because Perrillo concedes this was the nature of his services. 
(RB 31.)  

4

ARGUMENT

I. WORKERS’ COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVITY BARS 

PERRILLO’S CLAIMS.

A. Exclusivity Applies Both To Treating Physicians And To

Physicians Providing Medical-Legal Services. 

Perrillo’s opposition is premised on his assertion that he was a

medical-legal evaluator rather than a treating physician.  (Perrillo’s

Respondent’s Brief and Cross-Appellant’s “RB” 31, 38, 42.)  But it does

not matter in which capacity he provided workers’ compensation

services: In either case, exclusivity applies.1

Our Supreme Court has concluded that claims by medical-legal

evaluators are within the WCAB’s exclusive jurisdiction.  (Vacanti v. State

Comp. Ins. Fund (2001) 24 Cal.4th 800, 807-808 [addressing exclusivity of

claims of two sets of plaintiffs, treating physicians and those “that provided

medical-legal services to employees with workers’ compensation claims”];

see also Workmen’s Comp. Appeals Bd. v. Small Claims Court (1973) 35

Cal.App.3d 643, 646-647 [holding, under statutes that relate to medical-

legal services, that a “medical witness” is bound by the exclusive remedy

provisions of workers’ compensation].)  Indeed, Vacanti expressly held that

“[s]ections 4603.2 and 4622 [the two statutes that apply to treating



  2   Labor Code section 4906(a) states, in relevant part: “No charge, claim,
or agreement for ... the expense mentioned in subdivision (b) of Section
4903, is enforceable, valid, or binding in excess of a reasonable amount. 
The appeals board may determine what constitutes a reasonable amount.” 
The expenses listed Labor Code section 4903(b) include “medical-legal
expenses.”  

5

physicians and medical-legal evaluators respectively] give medical

providers their sole remedy ....”  (Vacanti, supra, 24 Cal.4th at pp.

817-818.)  

The statutory scheme is clear.  Labor Code section 5300(a) provides

the WCAB with exclusive jurisdiction over all proceedings for the

“recovery of compensation, or concerning any right or liability arising out

of or incidental thereto.”  “[M]edical-legal costs constitute ‘compensation’

as that term is defined in the workers’ compensation laws.”  (Adams v.

Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1967) 18 Cal.3d 226, 231; Lab. Code, § 3207

[defining “compensation” as “every benefit or payment conferred by

Division 4 upon an injured employee”].)  A medical lien claimant’s right to

be paid for medical-legal services “arise[s] out of or [is] incidental to” the

employee’s right to recover workers’ compensation.  (See Vacanti, supra,

24 Cal.4th at pp. 807-808, 815; Beverly Hills Multispecialty Group v.

Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 789, 792, 803 [“Labor

Code section 4903 makes a lien claimant’s right to medical-legal costs

derivative of the employee’s rights”].)  Moreover, Labor Code section

4906(a) expressly invalidates all extra-WCAB agreements for medical-legal

services.2  Section 5307.6(d)(1) prohibits a physician from collecting

compensation for medical-legal services except under the procedures set

forth in the Labor Code.  Thus, Perrillo’s right to recovery as a medical-

legal evaluator plainly falls within the WCAB’s exclusive jurisdiction under

section 5300(a).
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Perrillo concedes he provided medical-legal services to the workers. 

(RB 31.)  Thus, under the Labor Code, his exclusive means for obtaining

compensation was the workers’ compensation process.  

B. Contrary To Perrillo’s Arguments, Workers’

Compensation Exclusivity Does Not Require Defendants

To Prove The Underlying Cases.

Perrillo insists that in order for the workers’ compensation system to

have exclusive jurisdiction over his claim, it must be proved that each of the

workers in fact suffered a work-related injury.  (RB 29-31.)  The law is

clearly to the contrary.

“A finding of industrial injury is not necessary for an award of

medical-legal costs.”  (Beverly Hills Multispecialty Group, supra, 26

Cal.App.4th at p. 802; see also American Psychometric Consultants, Inc. v.

Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 1626, 1631, fn. 1;

Public Employee’s Retirement System v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd.

(1978) 87 Cal.App.3d 215, 222-223; Hannah, California Law of Employee

Injuries & Workers’ Compensation (rev. 2d ed. 2003) § 5.04[2][a], p. 5-23.) 

Before 1959, the relevant statute required the employer to pay the worker’s

medical-legal expenses necessary to “successfully prove” the workers’

compensation claim.  (Subsequent Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acc. Comm.

(1963) 59 Cal.2d 842, 843-844.)  In 1959, the Legislature deleted the word

“successfully,” thereby requiring employers to pay a worker’s medical-legal

expenses regardless of the case’s outcome.  (Ibid.) 

In fact, the rule is so comprehensive that employers are required to

pay for the worker’s medical-legal services even when the statute of

limitations bars the workers’ compensation claim (Anchor Glass Container



  3   Thus, the fact that the underlying claims were resolved by a settlement
with a so-called “Thomas finding” is irrelevant.  (RB 27-28.)  A Thomas
finding is required in every workers’ compensation settlement that waives
vocational rehabilitation rights.  (Thomas v. Sports Chalet, Inc. (1977) 42
Cal.Comp.Cases 625, 632-633 [en banc].)  It indicates only the existence of
good faith issues regarding the existence of an injury, employment
relationship, statute of limitations or other defenses.  (Ibid.)  But medical-
legal expenses must still be borne by the employer.  (Beverly Hills
Multispecialty Group, supra, 26 Cal.App.4th at p. 802; see also, e.g.,
Ameri-Medical Corp. v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1996) 42
Cal.App.4th 1260, 1267-1268 [settlement with Thomas finding left open the
employer’s responsibility to pay and the WCAB’s jurisdiction to determine
the amount of medical-legal services, subject to certain other defenses
regarding the physician’s conduct].) 
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v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1995) 60 Cal.Comp.Cases 873 [writ

denied]; Anchor Glass Container v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1995) 60

Cal.Comp.Cases 405 [writ denied]); the employee withdraws his workers’

compensation claim (Rockwell International, Inc. v. Workers’ Comp.

Appeals Bd. (1985) 50 Cal.Comp.Cases 24 [writ denied]); or the WCAB

determines that the workers’ injury was not covered by workers’

compensation (Chevron Texaco Products. Co. v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals

Bd. (2003) 68 Cal.Comp.Cases 765 [writ denied]; Mercury Die &

Container v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1989) 54 Cal.Comp.Cases 8

[writ denied]).  The “clear purpose” of this provision “is to enable an

applicant to secure expert professional services to establish the validity of a

disputed claim and to ensure payment for such services—irrespective of the

risks of litigation or the financial condition of the applicant.”  (Public

Employee’s Retirement System, supra, 87 Cal.App.3d at p. 223.) 3

Moreover, Perrillo’s argument is simply absurd.  Contrary to his

assertions, the superior court could not try the workers’ compensation cases

to see if they would be successful, because the superior court lacks subject

matter jurisdiction to determine whether the underlying claimants actually
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suffered a workplace injury.  That determination lies solely with the

WCAB.  (Lab. Code, § 5300, subd. (a).) 

Thus, Perrillo’s argument that defendants were required to establish

that the underlying workers’ compensation claims would have been

successful is incorrect.  Even assuming they would have failed, the workers

are entitled to have their employer pay for Perrillo’s services, and the

exclusive remedy provisions apply to Perrillo’s claim to recover fees for

those services.

C. Exclusivity Applies To Medical Lien Claims Against The

Injured Worker Or His Attorney Because Such Claims

Are “Collateral Or Derivative Of” The Workplace Injury.

Perrillo argues at length that exclusivity applies only to claims for

physical workplace injuries that are made against a worker’s employer and

that his purely economic claims against the workers and their attorneys

therefore fall outside the exclusivity doctrine.  (RB 30, 33-36.)  This

argument fundamentally misstates the scope of workers’ compensation

exclusivity and ignores the express holding of the California Supreme

Court.

1. The WCAB has exclusive jurisdiction over purely

economic claims of physicians attempting to recover

fees for medical services provided to workers’

compensation claimants.

As noted above, our Supreme Court has held that exclusivity applies

to (1) purely economic claims by physicians seeking payment for either

treatment or medical-legal services (2) regardless of the fact that the
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defendant is not the physician’s employer.  (Vacanti, supra, 24 Cal.4th at

pp. 807-809, 815-816.)  The plaintiffs in Vacanti did not allege any physical

injury whatsoever.  (Id. at pp. 808-809, 815.)  The Court noted that it has

“consistently held” that the economic injuries of medical lien claimants

“aris[e] out of and in the course of the workers’ compensation claims

process [and thus] fall within the scope of the exclusive remedy provisions

because this process is tethered to a compensable injury.”  (Id. at p. 815.) 

The Court then went on to reject another “narrow interpretation of the

exclusive remedy provisions” also made by Perrillo, holding that the “mere

fact that plaintiffs are medical providers, and not employees, does not

preclude the application of these provisions.”  (Id. at pp. 815-816.)  

Perrillo attempts to avoid the clear holding of Vacanti by focusing on

snippets from a portion of the opinion that provides an overview of

workers’ compensation law and by simply failing to acknowledge the

decision’s holding.  (RB 33-36.)  He also conveniently forgets that the facts

of Vacanti themselves involved purely economic damages by a

non-employee.  (Vacanti, supra, 24 Cal.4th at pp. 808-809, 815.)  

Moreover, Perrillo’s reliance on cases involving “economic or

contract damages incurred independent of any” workplace injury is

misplaced.  (RB 35.)  Vacanti rejected that same argument.  (Vacanti,

supra, 24 Cal.4th at pp. 815-816.)  Perrillo’s claimed economic injuries are

tethered to the workers’ compensation process, not “independent” of the

workplace injury.  The evidence is undisputed that his services were

simultaneously performed for both the workers’ compensation proceedings

and the related civil suit and thus, by definition, were not “independent” of

the workers’ compensation proceeding:  Perrillo sought and received

payment for these services within the workers’ compensation system

precisely because they were related to workers’ compensation (even if they



  4   Perrillo appears to rely on section 5300(b), which provides the WCAB
with exclusive jurisdiction over the enforcement “against the employer” of

(continued...)
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were also related to another purpose).  Indeed, if his services were truly

“independent” of the workers’ compensation proceedings, Perrillo would

have committed fraud by requesting and accepting payment within workers’

compensation.

2. The WCAB has exclusive jurisdiction over

medical-lien claims made against the worker and

the worker’s attorney.

Vacanti held that the WCAB has exclusive jurisdiction over

medical-legal lien claims against the employer (and the employer’s insurer). 

What it did not address is whether exclusivity also applies when the

defendant is the worker or the worker’s attorney.  California cases have,

however, uniformly answered this question in the affirmative.  Workmen’s

Comp. Appeals Bd. v. Small Claims Court, supra, 35 Cal.App.3d 643 is

directly on point.  There, the physician sought to recover fees for

medical-legal services from the worker’s attorney.  (Id. at p. 645.)  The

court held that the claim was barred because the Legislature envisioned a

“‘complete system of workmen’s compensation ....’”  (Id. at p. 646 [quoting

Cal. Const., art. XX, § 21].)  Similarly, in Bell v. Samaritan Medical Clinic,

Inc. (1976) 60 Cal.App.3d 486, 490-491, the court held that workers’

compensation exclusivity bars a treating physician from seeking to recover

fees directly against an injured worker.  

Moreover, Perrillo’s argument collides directly with Labor Code

Section 5307.6.  That statute prohibits providers of medical-legal services

from seeking payment “from any source” except as provided by workers’

compensation.  (Lab. Code, § 5307.6, subd. (d)(1).)4 



  4  (...continued)
liability for compensation imposed on the employer.  (RB 33.)  That
subsection, however, does not purport to limit the WCAB’s exclusive
jurisdiction only to claims against the employer.  To understand section
5300(b) as Perrillo suggests—as limiting the WCAB’s exclusivity over
claims against employers—would deprive the remaining parts of section
5300, section 5307.6(d)(1), and much of the rest of the statutory scheme of
any meaning by permitting easy evasion of the exclusivity doctrine.

11

D. When Medical-Legal Services Are Provided For Use In

Both Workers’ Compensation And Civil Cases, The

Services Must Be Paid For Exclusively Within The

Workers’ Compensation System.

Perrillo’s principal argument here, as it was below, is that the worker

(and by extension the worker’s attorney) forfeits his rights when the

medical-legal evaluator agrees that his report will be used as evidence in a

civil case as well as in the workers’ compensation proceeding.  (RB 31-33,

36-38, 40-43.)  As we explain below, under the circumstances presented

here—where the undisputed evidence established that Perrillo’s services for

the workers were provided for use in their workers’ compensation claims,

regardless of whatever other use was to be made of them—the statutes are

unambiguous that Perrillo’s exclusive remedy was within the workers’

compensation system.

1. The evidence was undisputed that Perrillo’s

services were related to the workers’ compensation

proceedings, even if they were also related to the

civil case. 

Although Perrillo argues he was hired “solely” for the civil case, the

undisputed evidence is to the contrary.  Indeed, Perrillo testified not that he
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was hired “solely for the civil case,” but that he would not have accepted

his workers’ compensation role unless there was also a related civil case

where his services would be used.  (RT 14:3925-3926.)  Perrillo concedes

he understood, from the very beginning, that his services were necessary to

the workers’ compensation cases and that he hired a workers’ compensation

consultant to help him in his capacity as the workers’ medical-legal

evaluator.  (RT 10:2728-2730, 2853, 11:3178-3179, 12:3303-3305, 

13:3673, 3688.)  It is undisputed the medical-legal reports he prepared

stated that they adhered to the Labor Code’s requirements for medical-legal

evidence intended to prove a workers’ compensation case and that Perrillo

understood his services were being used to prove the workers’

compensation claims.  (RT 12:3303-3304, 13:3688, 15:4552-4553, Exh.

231.)  Moreover, Perrillo submitted his bills to the employer’s workers’

compensation carrier and received payment from the carrier, until he

withdrew his liens in an attempt to avoid the WCAB’s exclusive

jurisdiction.  (RT 5:1212-1215, 1219-1223, 6:1671-1672, 1675-1676, 1677,

7:1981-1982, 8:2271-2273, 2295-2296, 9:2456-2457, 2475, 10:2784-2785,

2843-2844, 12:3369-3370, 3403, 13:3688, 3690-3691, 14:3919, 3923,

3970-3971; CT 1:19, Exhs. 4, 4B, 7D, 200, 202, 204, 224, 234, 257, 261,

262, 264.)

Perrillo does not really dispute that his services were necessary to

proving the workers’ compensation claims.  Instead, he argues that the

services were also intended as proof in the related civil case and that the

civil case was more important to him and to the workers.  But none of this

changes the fact that his services were related to the workers’ compensation

proceedings.  “Medical-legal expenses” include diagnostic tests, preparation

of a medical-legal report and testimony “for the purpose of proving … a

contested [workers’ compensation] claim.”  (Lab. Code, § 4620, subd. (a).) 
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Perrillo’s services unquestionably satisfied this definition, even if there was

an additional purpose of proving a related civil suit.   

By definition, medical-legal services relevant to both workers’

compensation and a civil suit are related to the workers’ compensation

proceeding.  As explained below, the statutes make it clear that the

employer—not the worker—is required to pay for the medical-legal

services related to a workers’ compensation proceeding.

2. By their plain language, the exclusive remedy

provisions of the workers’ compensation laws apply

even when medical-legal services are also used as

evidence in a related civil case.

The plain language of the exclusive remedy provisions prohibits a 

physician from contracting around workers’ compensation, even when the

medical-legal report is used both in the workers’ compensation proceeding

and in a related civil suit (or for any other purpose for that matter) and

regardless of a contract to the contrary.  Labor Code section 4621,

subdivision (a) provides that the employer “shall” bear the costs of

medical-legal services necessary to bring a workers’ compensation claim. 

Labor Code section 4906, subdivision (a) invalidates any contract or claim

that attempts to sidestep workers’ compensation:  “No charge, claim, or

agreement for … the [medical-legal] expense mentioned in subdivision (b)

of Section 4903, is enforceable, valid, or binding in excess of” the amount

determined reasonable by the WCAB.  And Labor Code section 5307.6,

subdivision (d)(1) prohibits a provider of medical-legal services from

requesting or accepting fees outside of workers’ compensation. 
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Perrillo does not even attempt to argue that these statutes are

ambiguous, because their meaning is plain.  But even if there were some

arguable ambiguity here, the rules of statutory construction applicable to

workers’ compensation statutes require that ambiguities be resolved in the

workers’ favor.  Courts must construe workers’ compensation statutes

“liberally ... with the purpose of extending their benefits for the protection

of persons injured in the course of their employment.”  (Lab. Code, § 3202;

State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1997) 16

Cal.4th 1187, 1196; Hutchinson v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1989) 209

Cal.App.3d 372, 375-376.)  Labor Code section 3202 “requires the courts to

view the [Workers’ Compensation Act] from the standpoint of the injured

worker, with the objective of securing for him the maximum benefits to

which he is entitled.”  (Johnson v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1984) 37

Cal.3d 235, 241.)  The “underlying policy of the workers’ compensation

statutes and their constitutional foundation (Cal. Const., art. XIV, § 4), as

well as the recurrent theme of countless appellate decisions on the matter,

has been one of pervasive and abiding solicitude for the worker.” 

(Hutchinson, supra, 209 Cal.App.3d at p. 376.)  Thus, if there are two

“reasonable” interpretations of a workers’ compensation statute, the court

must resolve the dispute in favor of coverage by workers’ compensation. 

(State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., supra, 16 Cal.4th at p. 1196; Burns v.

Workmen’s Comp. Appeals Bd. (1969) 2 Cal.App.3d 539, 543 [the

Legislature clearly directed that, where “provisions of such laws are

susceptible of an interpretation either beneficial or detrimental to injured

employees,” ambiguities “must be construed favorably to the employee”].)

Moreover, workers’ compensation exclusivity in this context

comports fully with the policies behind the statutory scheme.  A worker has

the right to sue a negligent third party while simultaneously pursuing his



  5   Rather than articulating a policy reason for departing from the statutory
scheme in this setting, Perrillo cites the testimony of Kathryn Greve, who
testified that, in her opinion, application of exclusivity here works an
“abuse [of] the workers’ compensation system.”  (RB 37.)  Ms. Greve was
not qualified as an expert, but even if she had been, she cannot competently
testify to legal conclusions or the intent of the legislature.  (Downer v.
Bramet (1984) 152 Cal.App.3d 837, 841; Ferreira v. Workmen’s Comp.
Appeals Bd. (1974) 38 Cal.App.3d 120, 125-126 [“(T)hese statements are
clearly legal conclusions and not medical opinions and do not constitute
substantial evidence”].) 
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claim in the no-fault workers’ compensation forum.  (Lab. Code, § 3852.) 

In such circumstances, the statutes prohibit double recovery by permitting

the employer to shift the cost of compensation to the third party, either by

an action against the third party or as a credit in the workers’ compensation

proceeding.  (Lab. Code, § 3852 et seq.)  The worker does not forfeit his

right to workers’ compensation benefits—rights to treatment, compensation,

or rights to have the employer pay for medical-legal services—simply

because he attempts to prosecute his related civil suit.5  

3. Perrillo’s reliance on Labor Code Section 4605 is

misplaced.

Perrillo places heavy reliance on Labor Code section 4605, which 

permits a worker to obtain, “at his own expense, a consulting physician or

any attending physicians.”  (RB pp. 31-32, 42-43.)  He argues that this

statute authorized the workers to hire him to “consult” with his lawyers (a

term Perrillo sees as synonymous with providing them medical-legal

services) and to be compensated entirely outside the workers’ compensation

system.  This reading of the statute—which would create a loophole in the

system that medical-legal physicians could drive a truck through—is

unsustainable.   



  6  Not surprisingly—although article titles are not by themselves a
dispositive tool of interpretation—section 4605 appears in an article entitled
“Medical & Hospital Treatment,” while medical-legal services are covered
in a separate article entitled “Medical-Legal Expenses.” 
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First, as we explain below, when section 4605 is read in the context

of the statutory scheme as a whole, it is clear that the terms “consulting

physician” and “attending physicians” refer to physicians who are involved

in the claimant’s treatment—physicians who are brought in to provide

medical services over and above those of the primary treating physicians

and/or to provide an additional opinion to assist in the formulation of the

worker’s treatment.  The terms do not refer to medical-legal evaluators, like

Perrillo, who must be paid by the employer through workers’ compensation. 

Every statute beginning with Labor Code section 4600 through

section 4605 pertains only to medical treatment—not medical-legal

services.  Indeed, medical-legal services are defined in and governed by a

later set of statutes, section 4620 et seq.6  “When used in a statute words

must be construed in context, keeping in mind the nature and obvious

purpose of the statute where they appear.”  (DuBois v. Workers’ Comp.

Appeals Bd. (1993) 5 Cal.4th 382, 388 [emphasis added].)  “Moreover, the

various parts of a statutory enactment must be harmonized by considering

the particular clause or section in the context of the statutory framework as

a whole.”  (Ibid.)  This organization of the statutory scheme by itself

indicates that the term “consulting physician” applies to physicians

involved in treatment—not medical-legal “consultants,” as Perrillo

steadfastly insists he is.

This meaning is made even clearer by examining the statute that

precedes section 4605, which also uses the term “consulting physician.” 
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Labor Code section 4601(a) provides that in “any serious case” the

employee is entitled to: 

the services of a consulting physician,
chiropractor, or acupuncturist of his or her
choice at the expense of the employer.  The
treatment shall be at the expense of the
employer.

(Emphasis added.) 

Reading section 4601(a) and section 4605 together, as must be done,

the statutory scheme—and the meaning of section 4605—becomes clear. 

Section 4601 requires the employer to pay for the treatment services of a

consulting physician in “serious cases.”  Section 4605 provides that, in

non-serious cases, the worker can still obtain a consulting physician to

assist in treatment, even though the employer is not required to pay for that

physician.  

Moreover, Perrillo’s reading of the statute would permit both

employers and physicians to avoid workers’ compensation altogether. 

Contrary to Perrillo’s assertions, section 4605 applies only to medical

services for which the employer is not already responsible within the

workers’ compensation system.  (Bell, supra, 60 Cal.App.3d at p. 490; see

also Lab. Code, §§ 4906(a), 5307.6(d)(1).)  Perrillo’s “consulting” in the

instant case was directly related to proving the workers’ compensation

claims, and thus the employer was responsible for paying for those services. 

Consequently, even if section 4605 did apply to providers of medical-legal

services, the statute cannot apply to the instant case because Perrillo did not

provide any independent service for which the employer would not be

responsible.  

Perrillo had no right to demand payment of his medical-legal

services from the 38 workers.  His exclusive remedy lies in workers’



  7  In addition, of course, such a dramatic reduction in the amount of the
judgment would require a remand for redetermination of the amount of
attorney fees awarded.
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compensation and defendants were absolutely correct in refusing to pay him

out of their clients’ civil settlement.  Thus, the $236,284.10 purporting to

compensate Perrillo for medical-legal services provided to the 38 workers

must be deducted from the judgment, along with the pre-judgment interest

awarded on that sum.7

II. THE JUDGMENT MUST BE REVERSED BECAUSE, AS A

MATTER OF LAW, THERE WAS NO CONTRACT

BETWEEN PERRILLO AND THE WORKERS THAT HE

WAS TO BE PAID EXCLUSIVELY OUT OF THE CIVIL

RECOVERY.

As explained in our opening brief, the portion of the judgment

related to services performed for the workers must be reversed on an

independent basis—because, as a matter of law, there was no contract

between Perrillo and the workers to be paid exclusively out of any civil

recovery.  (AOB 35-38.)  Perrillo simultaneously asked the workers to sign

two liens regarding the payment for his medical services.  (AOB 8-10.) 

Together, these two documents embody the agreement between Perrillo and

the workers regarding how Perrillo was to be paid for the medical services

provided to each worker.  Under Civil Code section 1642, they must be read

together to understand that agreement.  When read together, and resolving

all ambiguities against Perrillo, the drafter of the agreement (Civ. Code, §

1654), the documents do no more than direct the workers’ attorneys to pay

Perrillo out of the civil settlement an amount “necessary to adequately

protect” Perrillo.  As stated in our opening brief, the amount “necessary to
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adequately protect” Perrillo is only the amount not compensable under the

workers’ compensation liens.  (AOB 38.)  

In response, Perrillo argues that this court may not interpret the

agreement de novo “because extrinsic evidence was received at trial.”  (RB

44.)  This simply misstates the applicable principle.  An appellate court may

not review a contract de novo when “interpretation turns upon the

credibility of extrinsic evidence.”  (Parsons v. Bristol Development Co.

(1965) 62 Cal.2d 861, 865 [emphasis added]; McCrary Construct. Co. v.

Metal Deck Specialists, Inc. (2005) 133 Cal.App.4th 1528, 1535 [same].) 

Where there is “no conflict in the evidence,” however, contract

interpretation is solely a judicial function subject to de novo review. 

(Parsons, supra, 62 Cal.2d at p. 865; McCrary Construct. Co., supra, 133

Cal.App.4th at p. 1535.)  Here, while it is true there was extrinsic evidence

concerning the circumstances surrounding the signing of the documents,

there was no dispute in the evidence relevant to the instant issue. 

Next, Perrillo argues that the two agreements need not be read

together, because they have “nothing to do with” each other.  (RB 44-45.)

Nonsense.  The applicable rule is, “[s]everal contracts relating to the same

matters, between the same parties, and made as parts of substantially one

transaction, are to be taken together.”  (Civ. Code, § 1642.)  The two

contracts at issue here undeniably involved the same parties—Perrillo and

the workers.  The two contracts relate to the same matter—the provision of

and payment for Perrillo’s medical services for purposes of both the

workers’ compensation proceeding and the civil case.  There is no evidence

that Perrillo performed any services for the civil case that were not also for

the workers’ compensation proceeding, or vice versa.  Instead, the evidence

is undisputed that one medical evaluation (and the resulting report) was

intended to be used in both forums.  (RT 12:3303-3304, 13:3688.)  In fact,



  8  Nor do the conversations between Perrillo and the workers’ attorneys
resolve the question.  In the first place, the attorneys were not even
permitted to review the liens their clients signed.  (RT 5:1211, 1265,
11:3100-3101, 14:3987.)  Perrillo effectively dealt with the workers as if
they were unrepresented parties.  In any event, Perrillo testified that lawyer
McGruder agreed that Perrillo would be paid out of the civil
settlement—not that he would be paid solely out of the civil settlement. 
Perrillo testified he refused to work on a case where his sole basis of
recovery was through workers’ compensation and that he agreed that a
combination of liens offered him the most protection.  (RT 14:3925-3926.)
Thereafter, Perrillo drafted language giving him a civil lien not on his entire
bills, but only to the extent “necessary to adequately protect” him.  (Exh. 1.) 
Perrillo belief that workers’ compensation was merely a “backup” was at
best his uncommunicated subjective intent, and therefore can have no
bearing on the interpretation of the agreements.  (1 Witkin, Summary of
Cal. Law (10th ed. 2005) Contracts § 744, pp. 831-833.) 
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there is no evidence of any independent consideration Perrillo was to

provide under the two agreements:  The two contracts simply provide a

comprehensive system covering payment for a single service.

Finally, Perrillo’s reliance on extrinsic evidence does nothing to

support his interpretation of the agreement.  Perrillo points to his testimony

that he explained and multiple patients testified that they understood that he

“was to be paid from the proceeds of the civil settlement.”  (RB 45.)  But

this begs the question.  The issue here is not whether he would be paid out

of the workers’ civil settlement, but “how much” of the payment was to

come from the civil settlement—whether the civil settlement was to cover

only that portion of his services that were not compensable within workers’

compensation or whether Perrillo was entitled to pick and choose his form

of payment by ignoring workers’ compensation entirely.  Nothing in the

record evidences any discussions between Perrillo and the workers

regarding that issue.8 
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III. EVEN IF A VALID LIEN CONTRACT EXISTED BETWEEN

THE ELK HILLS PLAINTIFFS AND PERRILLO,

PERRILLO’S CLAIMS AGAINST DEFENDANT

ATTORNEYS FAIL AS A MATTER OF LAW.

As our opening brief explained, even assuming the workers had

entered into “valid lien contracts” for full payment of Perrillo’s bills out of

their civil recovery, Perrillo would have only a contract cause of action

against the workers and the other Elk Hills plaintiffs themselves; his

attempt to bootstrap that alleged breach into a variety of contract and tort

claims against the Elk Hills plaintiffs’ attorneys is simply not supported by

law.  (AOB 39-50.)  None of Perrillo’s arguments to the contrary have

merit.

A. There Is No Substantial Evidence That Defendants Made

Or Breached Any Contract With Perrillo To Pay Him

According To The Terms Of The Notices Of Doctor’s

Lien.

1. Defendants never entered into any contract to pay

Perrillo according to the terms of the civil liens

signed by the Elk Hills plaintiffs.

Perrillo’s breach of contract claim depends upon establishing a

contract not only with the Elk Hills plaintiffs, but an additional contract that

defendants agreed to pay him according to the terms of the civil liens signed

by the Elk Hills plaintiffs.  There is no evidence defendants entered into

such a contract in 1998, in 2000, or at any other time.

a. The 1998 negotiations.

The 1998 conversations between Whiteman, McGruder, Iacopino,

and Perrillo could not have created a contract between defendant lawyers



  9  Perrillo’s attempt to compare his situation to Dr. Scott’s (RB 47) is quite
remarkable.  Unlike Perrillo, Dr. Scott provided McGruder with his liens so
that McGruder could review the language and discuss it with the wives
before Dr. Scott examined them.  (RT 5:1264-1265, 15:4532-1433.)  The
most the evidence here shows is an oral understanding that Perrillo would
present defendants with a writing for their approval and signature before
examining their clients, as custom dictated and as the notices of lien
themselves contemplated. 
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and Perrillo to pay for his services “according to the terms of the civil liens

signed by the Elk Hills plaintiffs.”  At that time, defendants had never seen

or discussed the terms of, let alone approved, the liens.  (RT 5:1211, 1265,

11:3100-3101, 14:3987.)  Even the language of the notices of lien

acknowledges that defendants had not agreed to the lien in 1998.  (Exh. 1.) 

The notices drafted by Perrillo included an acknowledgment line for the

defendant lawyers’ signatures, and that line was still blank when Perrillo

finally provided the documents to defendants.  (Ibid.) 

There is no evidence in the record that defendants agreed to be

bound by whatever terms Perrillo would later get the Elk Hills plaintiffs to

sign on to.  The 1998 conversations showed only an understanding that 

Perrillo would be allowed both a civil lien and a workers’ compensation

lien.  There is no evidence that defendants bound themselves to unseen,

unnegotiated contracts.9 

Perrillo maintains that defendants nonetheless must have understood

the unseen, unnegotiated terms of the agreement, because he used a

“standard lien” that was the “same” as the lien defendants approved for Dr.

Scott’s work just days before authorizing Perrillo’s to seek civil liens.  (RB

44.)  This premise is false.  As an initial matter, Perrillo’s liens are not the

same as Dr. Scott’s.  Most notably, Scott’s liens did not include any

attorneys’ fee/collection cost provision, much less the one-sided version of

that provision Perrillo inserted into his liens.  (Compare Exh. 1 [Perrillo’s



  10  More than two years later, Dr. Scott examined some additional patients
related to the litigation and required those additional patients to sign a
modified version of his lien, which included a provision entitling the
prevailing party to attorneys’ fees.  (Exh. 7B at pp. 3-6, 22, 24.)  Even Dr.
Scott’s late-1999 and early-2000 liens, however, do not create the one-sided
fee provision or many of the other terms Perrillo claims defendants agreed
to in 1998.  (Ibid.) 
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lien] with Exh. 7B at pp. 1-2, 7-21, 23, 25-33 [Dr. Scott’s liens dated

January 1997 through September 1998].)10  Nor do other provisions of the

two doctors’ liens match up.  (Ibid.)  In any event, there is no evidence in

the record that the parties ever discussed any relationship between Perrillo’s

liens and those prepared by Dr. Scott and thus, no evidence from which

defendants might have concluded that the two liens would be similar.  That

defendants might have agreed to a tripartite lien with Perrillo is not

evidence that they “obviously” agreed to do so.  (Cf. Khajavi v. Feather

River Anesthesia Medical Group (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 32, 60 [“As a

matter of contract law, a party is entitled to the benefit of only those

provisions to which the contracting parties agreed, not the ones to which

they might have subsequently agreed.”].)  And it is certainly not evidence

that they agreed to unseen, unsigned, and undelivered terms that were never

even mentioned in 1998.  (Id. at pp. 60-61)

Nor does Perrillo’s other circumstantial evidence establish an

agreement with defendants.  (RB 47.)  McGruder did not testify, as Perrillo

states, that Perrillo’s lien was a “standard lien.”  (Ibid.)  Rather she testified

that when she first saw his liens, they looked “pretty standard.”  (RT

4:1098.)  Nor did McGruder testify she found “nothing surprising about the

language” of Perrillo’s lien.  (RB 10, 47.)  McGruder was asked whether

Perrillo’s and Scott’s liens were “identical;” she testified that she would not

be surprised if that were the case, but that at the time of trial, she could not

remember the liens well enough to testify regarding their contents.  (RT



  11   Perrillo contends our brief is misleading in its quotation from the
reporter’s transcript of the word “limit.”  (RB 7.)  He claims that the
reporter mistranscribed the witness’ testimony, and that the word actually
used was “element.”  Significantly, however, Perrillo has made no effort to
follow the appropriate procedures for correcting a transcript that is claimed
to be inaccurate. (See Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.155(c).) 
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4:1098.)  Perrillo twists this testimony to suggest that the notice of lien was

consistent with their past discussions.  (RB 47.)  

Moreover, the notice of lien Perrillo ultimately drafted is silent on

the critical issue of how the civil liens relate to the workers’ compensation

liens.  It is undisputed that defendants insisted that Perrillo agree to use a

workers’ compensation lien even if he was going to also obtain a civil lien

and that they told him there might be a workers’ compensation “limit.” (RT

12:3303.)11  There is simply no evidence whatsoever that defendants

nonetheless agreed to allow Perrillo to proceed in whatever way he felt

according to whatever terms he decided to draft.

Perrillo cites Randas v. YMCA of Metro. Los Angeles (1993) 17

Cal.App.4th 158 for the proposition that a party who signs a contract

without reading it is still bound by the contract.  (RB 47.)  But this rule

cannot apply here, where the defendants were never even provided an

opportunity to read the contract, the other party inserted unnegotiated terms,

and the contract was never signed.  Where material terms of an alleged

contract are not known because they were never conveyed or contemplated,

there is simply no mutual assent and no formation of a contract.  (Khajavi,

supra, 84 Cal.App.4th at p. 60.)

Finally, Perrillo contends that, under Clegg v. Sansing (1961) 196

Cal.App.2d 575, the existence of a contract in 1998 is evidenced by

defendants’ failure to object to the written liens when they were finally sent

to defendants in March 2000.  (RB 48.)  Clegg holds that an individual is
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estopped from denying an agreement when his conduct would lead a

reasonable person to believe that he had consented to the agreement and the

other relied on that action.  (Clegg, supra, 196 Cal.App.2d at p. 577.)  In

that context, silence creates an estoppel because the individual has a duty to

speak, created by the risk of reasonable reliance on his conduct.  (Id. at p.

579.)  

Clegg is wholly inapposite.  The undisputed evidence was that

McGruder did not see the civil liens until August 2000, long after Perrillo

had completed his work on the initial group of patients and a month after

she had sent the additional patients to see him.  (RT 4:1053-1056, 1092.)  In

light of this fact, it is not surprising that McGruder testified that, in July

2000, she sent additional patients to Perrillo under the same “arrangement”

they had previously discussed:  That “arrangement” did not include the

written liens.  (RT 4:1092.)

 Moreover, if an oral agreement had been formed in 1998, Perrillo’s

claim would be time-barred.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 339 [2-year statute of

limitations for breach of oral contract].)  Perrillo first alleged the breach of

contract claim against defendants in June 2004, nearly four years after their

supposed breach.  (CT 15:3095.)  This new claim does not relate back to

Perrillo’s original complaint, which alleged that defendants failed to honor

a two-party contract between Perrillo and the Elk Hills plaintiffs.  (CT 1:50-

55.)  The present judgment is based on entirely new and distinct allegations,

i.e., that a contract was formed between Perrillo and defendants, which

arose out of different conversations and at different times than the lien

contracts alleged in the original complaint.  

In Kim v. Regents of University of California (2000) 80 Cal.App.4th

160, the plaintiff attempted to add a cause of action for discriminatory

employment termination to a complaint already alleging termination in
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violation of contract.  (Id. at pp. 168-169.)  The court held that the new

cause of action did not relate back, although both causes of action arose

from a single termination, because the additional factual allegations were

not merely incidental.  (Ibid.)  That same principle clearly controls here,

where Perrillo’s new claim involved the alleged breach of an entirely

different contract.

b. Defendants’ 2000 conduct.

Perrillo alternatively claims that defendants agreed to his contract in

March 2000, when they received a box containing the notices of medical

liens and thereafter used his work product in prosecuting the Elk Hills

plaintiffs’ civil case.  (RB 49-50.)  As explained in our opening brief,

however, any assumption of the obligations in the notices would have

required new consideration because Perrillo’s services were purchased

years earlier by the Elk Hills plaintiffs; there is no evidence of any such

new consideration. 

Assuming, arguendo, that the Elk Hills plaintiffs entered into a

contract with Perrillo (but see §§ I & II supra), that contract purchased

Perrillo’s services and the right to use his medical reports in exchange for a

promise to pay him out of their civil recovery.  Defendants, on behalf of

their clients, the Elk Hills plaintiffs, had received and used many of the

medical reports in the workers’ compensation proceeding long before they

received the notices of liens.  (RT 4:1076-1078, 5:1239-1240, 1242-1244,

13:3684-3685.)  Perrillo provided no additional consideration in 2000,

when the defendants used the reports as the agents of the Elk Hills

plaintiffs.  Perrillo argues that he must have provided good consideration to

defendants at some point—either in 1998 when he initially spoke to them or

in 2000 when he delivered the reports.  (RB 50-51.)  But this misses the

point:  The consideration was provided not to the defendants, but years
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earlier to the Elk Hills plaintiffs in exchange for their promise to pay him. 

Perrillo provided no new benefit to the defendants, so any purported

contract must fail for lack of consideration.   

2. Perrillo Failed To Mitigate His Damages.

Finally, even assuming Perrillo and defendants entered into a valid

contract, Perrillo forfeited any claim to damages when he withdrew his

workers’ compensation liens in 2003.  Any amount Perrillo received

through workers’ compensation would have offset defendants’ damages. 

After failing to mitigate those damages, Perrillo cannot now seek relief. 

(See Spurgeon v. Drumheller (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 659, 665.)

Perrillo argues that he was not required to mitigate his damages

because it would have entailed an “impractical or unreasonable” effort. 

(RB 51-52.)  He points to the fact that after receiving payment through

workers’ compensation for one worker, defendants argued that he could not

bring a civil claim for the recovery of the remaining portion of work billed

to that worker.  (RB 52.)  But this is sophistry:  Defendants took the

position that workers’ compensation exclusivity barred Perrillo’s civil claim

regardless of whether he sought payment in the workers’ compensation

system.  Thus, Perrillo would have had to litigate the workers’

compensation exclusivity issue regardless of any mitigation he had

achieved.  And if Perrillo’s position on workers’ compensation law is

correct (which would be the only circumstance under which a court could

reach the contract claim), Perrillo would be allowed to recover any amounts

he was not awarded in workers’ compensation.  The only result of Perrillo’s

failure to mitigate is that Perrillo failed to obtain the offset to which

defendants would be entitled.
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B. As A Matter Of Law, Defendants Could Not Interfere

With Perrillo’s Contractual Relations With Their Clients.

Defendants, as the Elk Hills plaintiffs’ attorneys, are immune from

claims for interference with their client’s contract.  (Applied Equip. Corp. v.

Litton Saudi Arabia Ltd. (1994) 7 Cal.4th 503, 512, fn. 4 [agents acting on

behalf of their principal cannot be held liable for inducing their principal’s

breach of contract]; Aalgaard v. Merchants Nat. Bank, Inc. (1990) 224

Cal.App.3d 674, 684-685 [same].)  The Elk Hills plaintiffs had numerous

defenses to Perrillo’s claims against them, including workers’ compensation

exclusivity, mistake, undue influence, fraud, novation, and defenses that

Perrillo’s bills were inflated.  (See AOB 44.)  Defendants cannot be liable

for acting in their clients’ best interest by refusing to turn over their clients’

settlement funds.  Such actions are privileged and Perrillo’s only claim lies

against the Elk Hills plaintiffs for breach of contract.  (Applied Equip.

Corp., supra, 7 Cal.4th at p. 512, fn. 4.)

Perrillo argues the defendants can nonetheless be held liable because

the jury rejected the Elk Hills plaintiffs’ defenses.  (RB 52.)  This argument

fundamentally misunderstands the nature of the agent’s immunity rule.  It is

beside the point whether the contract defenses ultimately prove successful,

or whether the attorneys were essentially advising their clients to breach the

contract.  (Aalgaard, supra, 224 Cal.App.3d at pp. 684-685.)  Agents are

immune from claims of inducement because they are acting on behalf of a

party to the contract—the agent is not a true stranger to the contract.  (Ibid.) 

Thus, in Aalgaard v. Merchants National Bank, Inc., supra, the court

applied the agent’s immunity rule before considering, and without regard to,

the correct disposition of the contract claim against the agent’s principal. 

(224 Cal.App.3d at pp. 683-695.)  
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Perrillo also attempts to avoid the agent’s immunity rule by relying

on Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. v. Aguiluz (1996) 47 Cal.App.4th

302.  (RB 53-54.)  That case, however, did not involve a tortious

interference claim—it was a case involving only claims of breach of

contract and constructive trust.  (Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc.,

supra, 47 Cal.App.4th at p. 304.)  Perrillo also relies on Miller v. Rau

(1963) 216 Cal.App.2d 68, which addressed a conversion claim, not tortious

interference.  (Id. at p. 75.)  Perrillo attempts to bootstrap the limited reach

of these cases, arguing they stand for the proposition that attorneys with

notice of a lien can be subject to “civil liability” under any conceivable

cause of action.  No such broad interpretation of the courts’ holdings is

permissible.  The Kaiser court itself noted that, “[a]n opinion, of course, is

not authority for a proposition not therein considered.”  (Kaiser Foundation

Health Plan, Inc., supra, 47 Cal.App.4th at p. 308 [internal quotations

omitted].)

C. Defendants Owed No Fiduciary Duty To Perrillo.

Perrillo does not dispute that, as a general matter, an attorney owes

no fiduciary duty to persons other than his clients.  (RB 54-55.)  Nor could

he reasonably do so:  California courts have uniformly held that an attorney

owes a fiduciary duty to a non-client with respect to handling of funds only

when the lawyer expressly agreed to assume a position as trustee or escrow

holder.  (See Guzzetta v. State Bar (1987) 43 Cal.3d 962, 971-972, 978-979;

Hamilton v. State Bar (1979) 23 Cal.3d 868, 876-879; Crooks v. State Bar

(1970) 3 Cal.3d 346, 355; Johnstone v. State Bar (1966) 64 Cal.2d 153,

155-157.) 

Nevertheless, Perrillo insists that mere notice of a lien automatically

creates a fiduciary duty.  (RB 54-55.)  His only support for this proposition
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are opinions of the state and local bar, both of which, as explained below,

misinterpret the key holdings of the California Supreme Court.  (AOB 45,

fn. 24.) 

Both the local bar opinion (Los Angeles County Bar Association,

Professional Responsibility and Ethics Committee, Formal Op. No. 478

(July 18, 1994)) and State Bar Court opinion (In the Matter of Respondent

P. (Review Dept. 1993) 2 Cal. State Bar Ct. Rptr. 622) misread the

Johnstone, supra, line of cases upon which they are based.  For example, a

fiduciary duty arose in Guzzetta, supra, 43 Cal.3d 962 not merely because

the attorney had possession of funds belonging to a third party, but because

of “the nature of the agreement pursuant to which the proceeds … were

deposited” with the attorney.  (Id. at p. 979.)  In that case, the attorney

entered into an express three-way agreement with his client and the third

party to hold and disburse the funds as directed by the court or as stipulated

by the parties.  (Id. at pp. 970, 979.)  Similarly, Johnstone, supra, itself

turned on the nature of the role the attorney agreed to play vis-à-vis the

third party—the attorney “agree[d] to pay” the third party from the recovery

and thus had “assume[d] a fiduciary relationship” as trustee.  (Johnstone,

supra, 64 Cal.2d 153 at pp. 155-156.)  Likewise, in Crooks, supra, 3 Cal.3d

at p. 348, the fiduciary duty arose because the attorney agreed “to act as

escrow holder.”

The State Bar and local bar’s critical error is a misreading of the

phrase “[w]hen an attorney receives money on behalf of a third party,” a

misreading possible only because the bar did not refer to the facts and

surrounding text explaining the court’s reasoning.  (Crooks, supra, 3 Cal.3d

at p. 355; Johnstone v. State Bar, supra, 64 Cal.2d 153 at pp. 155-156.)  As

the Supreme Court cases make clear, an attorney does not receive money

“on behalf of” a third party merely because he receives money, part of
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which he knows his client is obligated to pay to a third party.  Receipt on

behalf of another requires voluntary action or acceptance of a role vis-à-vis

that third party.  (Cf. Wolf v. Superior Court (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 25, 29

[a fiduciary relationship “ordinarily arises where a confidence is reposed by

one person in the integrity of another … [and that other person] voluntarily

accepts or assumes to accept the confidence”].) 

Perrillo also attempts to bolster these unsupportable opinions by

citing a string of cases that do not even consider the question of fiduciary

duties.  For instance, Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. v. Aguiluz, supra,

sustained an equitable claim for breach of constructive trust—making no

holding regarding fiduciary duties.  (Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc.,

supra, 47 Cal.App.4th at p. 304.)  Miller, supra, 216 Cal.App.2d at pp.75-

79 affirmed a conversion claim.  Pearlmutter v. Alexander (1979) 97

Cal.App.3d Supp. 16 addressed only a claim for interference with

prospective economic advantage.  And Conway v. State Bar (1989) 47

Cal.3d 1107, 1111-1112 dealt with a variety of conduct that, when

combined, demonstrated a threat to clients and the public under Business

and Professions Code section 6007.  In other words, none of these opinions

had anything to do with fiduciary duties.

D. Defendants Did Not Convert Any Property Interest Of

Perrillo’s.

Perrillo provides no real response to our arguments regarding his

conversion claim.  Instead, he dismisses them out of hand, stating that there

“is no point to even discussing” it.  (RB 55-56.)  But as we explained in our

opening brief, a lien between a litigant and a physician renders the

physician “an equitable assignee of the judgment or settlement to the extent

of fees and costs which [were] due him for services.”  (Siciliano v.
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Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co. (1976) 62 Cal.App.3d 745, 752.)  As an equitable

assignee, Perrillo’s rights are subject to equitable considerations and

limitations.  Here, those equitable limitations include the fact that the Elk

Hills plaintiffs would never have been liable for the full amount of

Perrillo’s bills had he not refused payment through the workers’

compensation system.  Perrillo would have been paid for at least some of

the amounts he billed and the Elk Hills plaintiffs are entitled to a setoff of

that amount.  But since Perrillo abandoned workers’ compensation, there is

no way of knowing what his equitable interest in the settlement funds was. 

Money cannot be the subject of a conversion claim unless a specific sum is

capable of being identified.  (Farmers Ins. Exchange v. Zerin (1997) 53

Cal.App.4th 445, 452.)

Perrillo apparently believes that Siciliano is distinguishable because

the instant case involves an express contractual lien rather than an equitable

lien.  (RB pp. 55-56.)  But in Siciliano, the attorney also held an express

contractual lien on his former client’s settlement/judgment.  (62 Cal.App.3d

at p. 750.)  The relationship that such an express lien creates between the

lien claimant and the settlement/judgment is one of an equitable assignee. 

(Id. at p. 752).  Contrary to Perrillo’s suggestion, Siciliano is on all fours

with this case.
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IV. THERE IS NO LEGAL BASIS FOR THE $557,182.50

ATTORNEY FEE AWARD.

A. The Attorney Fee Award Must Be Reversed Because

There Is No Evidence Defendants Agreed To The

Fee-Shifting Clause In The Notice Of Doctor’s Lien.

1. The existence of a legal basis for an attorneys’ fee

award is reviewed de novo.

The determination of whether there exists a legal basis for an award

of attorneys’ fees is a question of law that is reviewed de novo where, as

here, the relevant facts are undisputed.  (Khajavi, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th at

p. 59.)  Perrillo insists a different standard of review applies, because there

is a dispute as to whether defendants “agreed to the attorney fee provision.” 

(RB 56.)  But this is a legal dispute, not a factual one.  The question is

whether the undisputed facts demonstrate mutual assent to Perrillo’s one-

sided attorneys’ fees provision.  

Khajavi, supra, was in exactly the same posture.  In that case, the

parties disputed whether their oral contract included an attorneys’ fee

provision.  (Khajavi, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th at pp. 59-63.)  That dispute was

reviewed de novo because the underlying evidence regarding the formation

of the contract was undisputed.  (Id. at p. 59.)  The same rule applies here.  

2. There is no evidence that defendants agreed to any

attorney-fee obligation.

Whatever else Perrillo and defendants agreed to in 1998, it was not

an attorneys’ fee clause.  There is no evidence in the record that Perrillo
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ever mentioned such a provision in his discussions with defendants.  The

only evidence points to generalized acknowledgments that Perrillo could

have a civil lien, without any reference to any specific terms.  (E.g., RT

11:3178-3179, 12:3304-3306, 14:3914, 3926.)

Nor can Perrillo rely on similarities with Dr. Scott’s liens to establish

mutual assent.  (RB 47.)  Contrary to Perrillo’s statements, in 1998, Dr.

Scott’s liens did not include any provision regarding attorneys’ fees or

costs.  (Exh. 7B, pp. 1-2, 7-21, 23, 25-33.)  Dr. Scott revised his liens more

than a year later to add an attorneys’ fee provision, but even then he did not

draft the one-sided provision Perrillo added to his liens.  (Id. at pp. 3-6, 22,

24 [Dr. Scott’s liens from July through August 1999].)

In any event, “[a]s a matter of contract law, a party is entitled to the

benefit of only those provisions to which the contracting parties agreed, not

the ones to which they might have subsequently agreed.”  (Khajavi, supra,

84 Cal.App.4th at p. 60.)  Even if defendants had agreed to an attorneys’ fee

provision in Dr. Scott’s liens, this would not evidence a similar agreement

with Perrillo:   Nothing in the 1998 discussions suggested that Perrillo’s

liens would be based upon Dr. Scott’s liens.  

The first time Perrillo communicated his desire for an attorneys’ fee

provision was in 2000, when he first sent defendants the notices of medical

lien.  Assuming, arguendo, defendants and Perrillo formed an agreement in

their 1998 discussions, the notices could not enlarge that agreement.  (Ibid.) 

The new attorneys’ fee provision “was nothing more than a proposal to

contract according to its terms in lieu of the oral agreement.”  (American

Aeronautics Corp. v. Grand Central Aircraft Co. (1957) 155 Cal.App.2d

69, 79.)  Defendants did not sign that proposal or deliver it back to Perrillo

and, thus, could not be bound by it.  (See id. at pp. 78-83.)
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Nor can Perrillo take advantage of the fee-shifting provision by

arguing the contract was formed through conduct in 2000.  As explained in

our opening brief and in Section III.A.1.b. above, that argument fails

because there was no new consideration.  The Elk Hills plaintiffs had

purchased Perrillo’s services and the right to use his reports years earlier in

exchange for their promise to pay Perrillo.  Defendants, the Elk Hills

plaintiffs’ agents, did not receive any new benefit when they used the

reports on behalf of their clients.  Moreover, nothing in defendants’ conduct

suggests defendants specifically assumed the attorneys’ fee provision.  At

most, defendants’ conduct shows that they acted in accordance with

whatever understanding was reached in 1998, which it is undisputed did not

include any provision for attorneys’ fees.  (See id. at p. 79.)

B. Any Fee Award Must Be Reduced To Reflect Perrillo’s

Limited Success.

The attorneys’ fees awarded for Cassinat’s work—which

compensated for virtually every hour Cassinat billed—was excessive

because it failed to eliminate hours spent preparing for and litigating

Perrillo’s completely unsuccessful claims for emotional and punitive

damages.  (Cf. Boquilon v. Beckwith (1996) 49 Cal.App.4th 1697, 1723.) 

The jury unanimously rejected Perrillo’s request for $3,600,000 in non-

economic damages (an amount nearly twelve times the economic damages

awarded).  (RT 17:5477, 6337-6338.)  Nor did the jury award punitive

damages, which Perrillo sought on the order of 15% of each defendants’ net

worth.  (RT 17:6338-6339; CT 17:3448.)  This trial would have been

considerably shorter, and the case well might have settled, had it been

prosecuted for what it was:  a simple claim for economic damages. 



  12  The court denied the Adams firm’s request due to insufficient billing
materials and records, concern that the Adams firm’s bills were not truthful,
and the court’s inability to determine the duplication of work performed by
the other two firms.  (CT 19:3862-3863.)  The court reduced the fees of the
Lopez firm based on the work performed and the reasonableness of time
spent in light of Perrillo’s actual recovery.  (Id. at 19:3863.)
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Perrillo does not address his failure to obtain the lion’s share of the

recovery sought, the impact his overreaching had on this litigation, or the

need to exclude hours spent on these unsuccessful claims.  (RB 60-61.)

Moreover, Perrillo’s reliance on Reynolds Metal Co. v. Alperson (1979) 25

Cal.3d 124 is misplaced.  Reynolds held that a litigant may not increase his

recovery of attorneys’ fees by including hours spent preparing and litigating

claims that are not themselves entitled to attorneys’ fees, except to the

extent that the time was spent “on an issue common to both” claims.  (Id. at

pp. 129-130.)  Perrillo’s claims for emotional distress and punitive damages

do not share issues common to his contract claim.

Perrillo also attempts to dismiss any concern over this issue, arguing 

that the trial court denied a portion of the fees sought by a second law firm

and denied outright the fees sought by a third firm.  (RB 60.)  This

argument is highly disingenuous given that Perrillo is himself appealing to

obtain 100 percent of the fees billed by the Lopez firm (RB 88-96) and the

Adams firm is seeking their fees in a separate appeal (Case No. B185110). 

In any event, the trial court’s partial denial of these other firms’ fees is well

supported and was in no way based on discounting the time Cassinat (or

anyone else) spent on Perrillo’s unsuccessful claims.12 
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V. THE COMPENSATORY DAMAGE AWARD AND PRE- AND

POST-JUDGMENT INTEREST AWARDS ARE EXCESSIVE

AS A MATTER OF LAW.

A. $41,350 Of The Judgment Must Be Stricken, Because It

Reflects Damages For Nine Plaintiffs Who Received No

Civil Recovery.

As explained in our opening brief, assuming arguendo they were

valid, Perrillo’s liens created only a right to receive payment from each of

the Elk Hills plaintiffs’ individual recoveries.  Nine of the plaintiffs never

received any “settlement, judgment, or verdict,” because they were

dismissed before settlement or opted out of the settlement and were later

dismissed.  (RT 9:2594-2595.)  They received nothing, so there was nothing

to which a lien could attach.  Accordingly, the judgment must be reduced

by $41,350, the amount Perrillo received for these individuals.  (Exh. 4

[summary].)

Nonetheless, Perrillo argues his services should be paid for “off the

top” of the settlement received by the other plaintiffs because this is

consistent with the manner in which Dr. Scott was ultimately paid.  (RB 62-

63.)  This argument is fallacious, because Perrillo’s recovery (whether in

contract or tort) is based on the contract between Perrillo and the Elk Hills

plaintiffs—not the agreement that was ultimately reached with Dr. Scott. 

“As a matter of contract law, a party is entitled to the benefit of only those

provisions to which the contracting parties agreed, not the ones to which

they might have subsequently agreed.” (Khajavi, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th at  



  13  Perrillo also argues that we took an inconsistent position at trial.  (RB
62.)  Not true.  In fact, Picco and Presley has at all times vigorously
disputed the excessive judgment.  (E.g., CT 13:2606-2614.)  At trial, as on
appeal, we acknowledged only that services performed for the wives would
have to be paid for outside of workers’ compensation, because the wives
did not have workers’ compensation cases.  Most of Perrillo’s record
citations stand only for that principle.  (RT 4:987-988, 5:1257, 1391-1393,
8:2125-2126, 2205-2206, 11:3010-3011.)  Indeed, the testimony makes
clear that the defendants intended to pay Perrillo out of the settlement funds
“[a]ssuming the wives were to receive anything.”  (RT 8:2125-2126.)  The
other testimony Perrillo cites reflects that in August 2000, we attempted to
resolve the dispute by offering to pay Perrillo a sum of $53,000 to cover all
of the wives, whether or not they had received a portion of the settlement. 
(RT 5:1391-1393, 8:2205-2206, 11:3081.)  That offer was not required by
Perrillo’s liens, but we made the offer because “[w]e thought that that was
the right thing to do” (RT 10:2719-2720) and was necessary to resolve the
dispute with Perrillo.  Perrillo rejected that offer and no rights from that
offer are at issue.  (RT 8:2205-2206.)  Perrillo cannot now use that
settlement offer to alter the meaning of the written liens. 

  14  As also explained in our opening brief, prejudgment interest cannot be
premised on Civil Code section 3826(b) because, as shown in Sections II
and III.A above, Perrillo’s contract claim fails.  
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p. 60.)  Perrillo cannot ask the court to expand his recovery beyond what

was agreed to by the parties to the contracts.13

B. Prejudgment Interest Was Improper.

The trial court erroneously awarded prejudgment interest.  Civil

Code section 3287(a) authorizes prejudgment interest on “damages certain,

or capable of being made certain by calculation,” except “during such time

as the debtor is prevented by law” from paying the debt.  As explained in

our opening brief, (1) defendants were prevented by law from paying any

debt owed to Perrillo and (2) any damages owed to Perrillo were uncertain

pending resolution of the workers’ compensation proceedings.14
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Defendants were prevented by law from paying any debt owed to

Perrillo out of their clients’ settlement funds while their clients had grounds

for disputing the validity of the contracts and the amount of payments.  (See

§ III.B.)  Even Perrillo’s experts and Perrillo’s argument on appeal

recognizes that defendants owed conflicting duties that made it unlawful for

them to simply pay Perrillo out of their clients’ settlement funds; under his

own reasoning, attorneys must hold on to the funds until a court decides the

issue through an interpleader action.  (RT 14:4027-4028; Los Angeles

County Bar Association, Professional Responsibility and Ethics Committee,

Formal Op. No. 478 (July 18, 1994).) 

Perrillo does not respond to this argument.  Instead, he creates a

strawman: He claims that defendants merely argue that “prejudgment

interest cannot be awarded whenever a defendant alleges a defense, even if

the defense is meritless.”  (RB 63.)  This misses the point entirely.  The law

prohibited defendants from paying Perrillo, not because defendants might

assert defenses to his claims, but because fiduciary duties prohibit an

attorney from simply disregarding their clients’ defenses, regardless of

whether those defenses ultimately prove successful.

Alternatively, prejudgment interest is inappropriate because any

damages owed by defendants were uncertain pending resolution of the

workers’ compensation proceedings.  The amount defendants owed Perrillo

was (and is still) in flux, entirely dependent on the amount Perrillo receives

in the workers’ compensation system.  (Cf. Chesapeake Industries, Inc. v.

Togova Enterprises, Inc. (1983) 149 Cal.App.3d 901, 907, 913-914.)  

C. Postjudgment Interest Was Erroneously Allowed From A

Date Prior To Entry Of Judgment.
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Code of Civil Procedure section 685.020(a) is clear that

post-judgment interest does not begin to accrue until entry of judgment. 

Here, the court clearly erred by awarding post-judgment interest from

September 29, 2004, three months before entry of judgment.  (CT

13:2585-2586.)  Perrillo’s only rebuttal for this incontrovertible violation of

statute is a citation to Witkin, which states that interest (not postjudgment

interest) accrues during the interval between the court’s order and the entry

of judgment.  (RB 63-64.)  As demonstrated below, the Legislature repealed

the statute that had authorized such postverdict interest. 

The authorities Perrillo cites rely on former Code of Civil Procedure

section 1033.  (United States Nat. Bank v. Waddingham (1907) 7 Cal.App.

172, 175 [citing former section 1035, which was later recodified to section

1033]; Witkin, 7 Cal. Procedure (4th ed. 2001) Judgment, § 271, p. 814

[citing no statutory authority and instead only cases that rely on former

section 1033].)  That statute provided, in relevant part:

The clerk or judge shall include in the judgment
. . . interest on the verdict or decision of the
court, from the time it was rendered or made,
and the costs, if the same have been taxed or
ascertained.

(Code Civ. Proc., § 1033 (1984).)  In 1985, however, the Legislature

repealed and re-enacted section 1033.  The re-enacted statute excluded the

provision regarding “interest on the verdict or decision of the court ....”

(Code Civ. Proc., § 1033 (current).)  That provision was not re-codified

elsewhere. 

The only existing authority permitting postverdict interest is Rule of

Court 3.1802 (former Rule 875), which is unenforceable because it exceeds

the Judicial Council’s rulemaking authority.  This rule was enacted in 1987,

two years after section 1033 was repealed.  The Judicial Council is



  15  Ehret v. Congoleum Corp. (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th 202 contains
language suggesting that the Legislature intended section 685.020 to
continue the practice that existed under section 1033.  (Id. at p. 208.)  Ehret,
however, addressed a different issue—whether postjudgment interest ran
from the original entry of judgment or the judgment entered following
remittitur.  (Id. at p. 203.)  In fact, the decision explicitly recognized that it
did not address the different statutory language that called for postverdict
versus postjudgment interest.  (Id. at p. 208, fn. 2.)  In light of the clear
statutory language, the court need not (and cannot) turn to legislative
history.  In any event, Ehret’s analysis of legislative history is not helpful
because it addressed a different issue.  Moreover, given that section 685.020
and former section 1033 co-existed for several years, the court cannot
interpret the two statutes to simply be redundant of one another.  (Bernard
v. Foley (2006) 39 Cal.4th 794, 810-811 [ “A construction that renders
some statutory language surplusage or redundant is to be avoided.”].)

  16  It is, however, far from clear that the Legislature intended such a
strained use of the prejudgment interest statutes.  Civil Code section 3287

(continued...)
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empowered to “adopt rules for court administration, practice and

procedure” (Cal. Const., art. VI, § 6, subd. (d)), not to create substantive

rights.  (People v. Wright (1982) 30 Cal.3d 705, 711-712; People v. Smith

(1949) 34 Cal.2d 449, 453.)15    

Even assuming, arguendo, that postverdict interest is permissible,

the court erred by categorizing such interest as “postjudgment interest,”

which resulted in an incorrect rate of accrual.  Postverdict interest is clearly

not postjudgment interest, which is specifically defined as interest for the

period after “entry of judgment.” (Code Civ. Proc., § 685.020, subd. (a).) 

At best, postverdict interest is prejudgment interest under Civil Code

section 3287 et seq., which permits interest on damages that are “certain.” 

Damages are arguably made certain by a court’s decision or jury’s verdict. 

(Cf. Sagadin v. Ripper (1985) 175 Cal.App.3d 1141, 1174-1175 [in

indemnity action, damages are ascertainable after the decision in the

underlying case].)16  The parties do not dispute that prejudgment interest



  16  (...continued)
existed contemporaneously with Code of Civil Procedure section 1033 for a
considerable length of time.  The court must avoid reading these two
statutes as pure surplusage and redundance.  (Bernard, supra, 39 Cal.4th at
pp. 810-811.)  This is particularly true given that the Legislature chose to
repeal Code of Civil Procedure section 1033, the far more specific statute,
without any amendment to Civil Code sections 3287 et seq. that would
suggest the general prejudgment interest statutes were suddenly intended to
cover the repealed language.
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under section 3287 accrues at the rate of 7 percent per annum, rather than

the 10 percent rate applicable to postjudgment interest.  (Cal. Const. art.

XV, § 1 [7 percent interest rate applies where Legislature does not

otherwise specify]; Civ. Code, § 3287 [not specifying any interest rate];

Code Civ. Proc., §§ 685.010, subd. (a); 685.110 [clarifying that section

685.010 does not apply to prejudgment interest].)  Thus, at best, Perrillo is

entitled to postverdict interest at a rate of 7 percent per annum.

CROSS-RESPONDENTS’ BRIEF

I. ASSUMING, ARGUENDO, THAT PREJUDGMENT

INTEREST MAY BE AWARDED HERE, THE TRIAL COURT

CORRECTLY APPLIED THE RATE OF 7 PERCENT.

As discussed above, the assessment of prejudgment interest was

erroneous because (1) the defendants were prevented by law from paying

any debt owed to Perrillo and (2) any damages owed to Perrillo were

uncertain pending resolution of the workers’ compensation proceedings. 

(Reply § V.B, supra.)  Assuming, however, that Perrillo was entitled to

prejudgment interest, the trial court correctly applied the seven percent
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interest rate set forth under our Constitution.  Perrillo cannot recover

prejudgment interest at the rate specified by Civil Code section 3289

because, as discussed in sections II and III of our reply brief, his contract

claim fails.  Civil Code sections 3287 and 3288, which are applicable to

non-contract claims, do not specify an interest rate.  Accordingly, the

constitutional interest rate of 7 percent applies.  (Cal. Const., art. XV, § 1.)  

II. THE RECORD SUPPORTS THE REASONABLE

ATTORNEYS’ FEES AWARDED WITHIN THE TRIAL

COURT’S SOUND DISCRETION; IF ANYTHING, THE

COURT SET FEES TOO HIGH.

Apparently not satisfied with the more than half-million dollars in

fees award on his $300,000 claim, Perrillo seeks to boost his attorneys’ fees

beyond the million dollar mark.  (RB 86-96.)  As explained in Section IV,

supra, Perrillo is not entitled to any award of fees, because defendants never

agreed to a fee-shifting provision.  In any event, the trial court did not abuse

its discretion in determining that the fees Perrillo sought were unreasonable

in light of all the circumstances and particularly given the amount involved

in the case and Perrillo’s limited success.

The determination of what constitutes reasonable attorneys’ fees is

committed to the sound discretion of the trial judge.  (Conservatorship of

Levitt (2001) 93 Cal.App.4th 544, 549.)  The value of legal services

performed in a case is a matter in which the trial court has particular

expertise and, thus, the trial court’s discretion is exceptionally broad. 

(PLCM Group, Inc. v. Drexler (2000) 22 Cal.4th 1084, 1095; Melnyk v.

Robledo (1976) 64 Cal.App.3d 618, 623.)  Here, the trial court properly

applied the lodestar methodology and appropriately reduced the fees based

on the circumstances of the case.  
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Perrillo faults the trial court’s determination that it was not

reasonable to award fees in excess of a million dollars on a claim for

$307,146.59.  (RB 92-93.)  But, it is well-established that the trial court

should consider “the amount involved” and “the results obtained.”  (PLCM

Group, Inc., supra, 22 Cal.4th at p. 1096; Conservatorship of Levitt, supra,

93 Cal.App.4th at pp. 549-550; Melnyk, supra, 64 Cal.App.3d at pp. 623-

24.)  Perrillo cites no authority to the contrary.  Instead, he relies upon cases

that stand for a different and inapt principle:  That a trial court does not

necessarily abuse its discretion merely because fees exceed the recovery. 

(RB 92-93.)

Perrillo also attempts to confuse the issue by segregating the fees of

the Lopez firm from those awarded to Cassinat.  Where attorneys’ fees are

based on a contractual fee clause, “reasonable” fees belong to the litigant,

not his attorney.  (Lindelli v. Town of San Anselmo (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th

1499, 1510-1512; Meadow v. Superior Court (1963) 59 Cal.2d 610.)  Thus,

the relevant question is whether the overall fees awarded to Perrillo are

unreasonable.  He does not argue otherwise, because he cannot reasonably

claim that his overall fee award was unreasonable in light of the amount of

the judgment, given that he was awarded a portion of the fees associated

with the Lopez firm’s services and nearly every penny of the substantial

fees associated with Cassinat’s services.

Finally, Perrillo faults the trial court for not enhancing the lodestar

amount based on a variety of factors.  (RB 94-95.)  But Perrillo made no

such request below.  Indeed, he did not even mention that the trial court

should apply a positive multiplier.  (CT 14:2803-2817, 17:3594-3604.)  On

appeal, Perrillo cannot claim that the trial court abused its discretion in

failing to provide a relief that Perrillo never even sought.  (Cf. Brown v.

Boren (1999) 74 Cal.App.4th 1303, 1316 [“a litigant may not change his or



  17  For perspective, Perrillo maintains that this contractual term entitles
him to recover for every hour he spent litigating the instant case, charged at
the rate he would normally charge as an expert—$625 per hour.  (RB 96;
CT 14:2991.)  According to Perrillo, his total “collection costs” comes to
$155,000 (CT 14:2991), which would add more than 50% to his recovery.  
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her position on appeal and assert a new theory. To permit this change in

strategy would be unfair to the trial court and the opposing litigant”].)      

III. THE TRIAL COURT APPROPRIATELY HELD THAT THE

CONTRACTUAL TERM “COLLECTION COSTS” WAS TOO

VAGUE TO PERMIT PERRILLO TO COLLECT $625 FOR

EVERY HOUR HE PARTICIPATED IN THIS LITIGATION.

Finally, Perrillo contends that he was denied his “collection costs ...

used to recover [his] bills,” as that term was used in the written liens signed

by the Elk Hills Plaintiffs.  (RB 96-97.)  As a threshold issue, defendants

are not bound by this contractual term for the same reasons they are not

bound by the documents’ attorney-fees provisions.  (Reply, § IV.A.2,

supra.)  This term was never mentioned in 1998.  Nor was any similar

provision included in Dr. Scott’s liens.  (Exh. 7B.)  Perrillo unilaterally and

surreptitiously injected this term in the written documents that defendants

were not permitted to review.

But even assuming defendants are somehow bound by this provision,

the trial court correctly held that the term “collection costs” was too vague

to include the time Perrillo spent in deposition, hearings, and trial.17 

Perrillo does absolutely nothing to explain why this term is not vague or

how the Elk Hills plaintiffs would have understood this term to mean

anything more than a collection agency’s pre-litigation expenses. 

Moreover, all ambiguities regarding the meaning of this term must be



  18  At trial, Perrillo made two arguments regarding the meaning of the term
“collection costs.”  While Perrillo has presumably waived these arguments
on appeal, we shall briefly address them.  First, he appears to have argued
that “collection costs” means something broader than statutory court costs
because the lien agreements called for “collection costs” as well as
“attorneys’ fees and costs.”  (RT 18:6911-6912.)  This is simply false.  The
provision in the lien agreements called for “collection costs, arbitrations,
and/or legal fees.”  (Exh. 1.)  Second, Perrillo argued that the contractual
provision was similar to but broader than Civil Code section 3336, which
permits as damages for conversion, reasonable pre-litigation expenditures to
obtain the converted property.  (RT 18:6911-6912; CT 15:3000-3001.)  But
Perrillo never explained, much less established, how the Elk Hills plaintiffs
or defendants would have understood this imaginative interpretation of the
contractual term.
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resolved against Perrillo, the drafter of the agreement.  (Civ. Code, §

1654.)18

Instead, Perrillo attempts to confuse the issue.  He argues that the

trial court was not troubled by the meaning of the term “collection costs,”

but that it somehow found the word “all” to be vague.  (RB 96.)  This

argument is just plain silly.  The record makes clear that, from the very

beginning, the trial court questioned the meaning of the term “collection

costs,” not the word “all.”  (RT 18:6911-6913.)  Perrillo points out that a

minute order states that “[c]ompensation for Dr. Perrillo and other

collection costs ... are denied” (CT 19:3864) and argues that this statement

constitutes a finding that the amounts sought were, in fact, “collection

costs.”  (RB 97.)  This nit picking at the imprecision of the minute order is

belied by the evident plain meaning of the order:  The court denied the costs

that Perrillo claimed were “collection costs.”  In fact, the court’s minute

order states that the term “providing for these costs is vague and

undefined.”  (CT 19:3864, emphasis added.)  It cannot seriously be argued

that the trial court was complaining that the word “all” should have been

specifically defined.
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CONCLUSION

The judgment must be reversed.  No matter how one looks at this

case, Perrillo’s claims are barred by his refusal to seek payment through the

workers’ compensation system.  The plain language of the Labor Code

makes clear that workers’ compensation is Perrillo’s exclusive remedy. 

Even if this were not so, workers’ compensation is the means by which

Perrillo must mitigate his damages.  Perrillo has no right to civil relief

merely because he finds it more convenient than pursuing the procedures

set forth by the Legislature. 

Nor is there any merit to Perrillo’s cross-appeal.  Whatever else

defendants might have agreed to, they never agreed to a fee-shifting or

collection-cost provision.  In any event, the trial court disposition of these

issues is fully supported.
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To the extent that some portion of the judgment remains and the

court determines there is a right to attorneys’ fees, the case must be

remanded for redetermination of the amount of attorneys’ fees awarded in

light of the drastic reduction in the amount of the judgment.

Dated:   March 7, 2007
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